Children’s Garden
Visual Schedule

Instructions

1. Prepare all cards with removable adhesive, such as Velcro.
2. From the picture section, choose which areas you would like to visit.
3. Use the blank cards to fill in your own personal needs, such as bathroom break, drink/snack break, all done, etc.
4. In the schedule section, post all the cards in the sequence of your choice.
5. If desired, you may move the pictures to the All Done page after you have visited that area.

The goal of the visual schedule is to provide pre-visit knowledge of all that the children’s garden offers and for your family to personalize your visit based on your child’s needs. It will also allow for flexibility and the opportunity to alter your schedule in response to the needs of your child the day of your visit.
The Missouri Botanical Garden is a tobacco-free campus. Entrance to Settler's and Botanist's Paths are stroller/wheelchair accessible.
Pictures

Rope Bridge
Pollination Garden
Cave
Frontier Fort
Pond

Hanging Roots
Secret Garden
Steamboat
Discoverer’s Path
Osage Camp

Tree House
Adventurer’s Path
Wetland
Plank Bridge
Locks and Dams
Blank Cards
All Done
All Done